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Letters to the Editor

Dynevor’s Nomads of the Fifties:
The Floating Forms
I imagine the Floating Form was a
Dynevor phenomenon of the 1940’s and
1950’s, caused by a shortage of classrooms. This problem was no doubt
occasioned by the wartime activities of
Herr Hitler and the Luftwaffe which left
a substantial part of the School in ruins,
and probably exacerbated by the rising
numbers of bright junior school boys,
who had passed the 11-plus, or scholarship as it was known in those days.
Dynevor coped with this by designating certain forms to have the art and
music rooms as their base, rather than
normal form rooms. These rooms, both
with non-transportable dedicated
facilities, of course, had to be vacated by
said form to enable others to engage in
their musical or artistic creativity. Since
this was an ongoing merry-go-round
throughout the week, the floaters had to
use the other rooms then vacated.
Dave Tovey and I and 28 other fine
citizens spent 1954-1955 in 3D, under
the tender loving care of John ‘Porky’
Richards (music room). Porky was
genial, habitually smiling and certainly
not a stern disciplinarian who took no
prisoners, unlike other staff one might
mention. He exercised his pastoral role
rather gently in respect of the floaters,
who, it has to be conceded, did
sometimes interpret school rules and
conventions in a rather flexible manner.
One could hardly describe us nomadic
members of floating forms as lost souls;
rather, more like displaced scholastic
refugees; who, it has to be said, often

made the most of our nomadic
existence. Moving thirty boys with
variable work motivations around a
large school systematically, during
short period breaks, is not easy and
takes time. Thus, the ability of sundry
citizens to get lost, be late, or get very
wet crossing the school yard was well
developed. Besides which, we had to
cart a whole day’s worth of heavy books
in our groaning satchels. You could
always spot a floating former as one
shoulder was considerably lower than
the other. However, we were certainly
bordering on the fit, given the
considerable additional mileage
scurried or dawdled each week.
However, it is likely that the
contemporary health and safety
commissars would have had a field day.
One favourite trick, whilst on the
circuit, was to surreptitiously slide the
heavy iron desks, which populated most
classrooms visited, into new positions.
This created maximum confusion when
the normal inhabitants returned from
their artistic or musical experiences.
This was much easier with less gimlet
eyed masters like the splendidly
agreeable Bryn Davies (Welsh), who
liked his occasional forty winks during
lessons, and was somewhat bewildered,
on re-awakening, to find that a subtle
geographical alignment of boys had
mysteriously taken place. He did not
seem to mind!
From time to time, Glan Powell, a
splendid Headmaster, received the
occasional forced visit from a recalcitrant floating former, but his wreaking
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working,” written by ‘Porky’ Richards.
The teacher said, “we would not be
allowed to write such comments now.”
It is true that my stay at Dynevor did
not reveal the most outstanding of my
achievements, in part because of the
onset of epilepsy, which can still be a bit
unnerving later in life. One does
however learn to live with it and
whereas I was successful in one subject
at ‘O’ level, I put that down to the
understanding and patience shown by
John Bennet who taught English
Language and Literature between the
3rd and 5th year. I grew to like and
respect him whilst he taught us English
(the subject I passed). He was also my
form teacher in 4A and 5A.
I met both ‘Ossie’ Morris and John
Bennett after I had left Dynevor. I met
‘Ossie’ at the Brangwyn Hall about the
time I had finished an apprenticeship as
a compositor (a printing trade job that
no longer exists). Whilst talking to him I
spoke of the support and encouragement
I had received from J. B. whilst at school.
There were several encouraging comments in my school report such as
“Although I have heard a lot of complaints, I find him quite well behaved.”
My improvement came at a time when
J.B. had been our form tutor. I was in a
class that had gained the reputation of
being very badly behaved. As he told us
during an English lesson one day
“I normally take 5th year classes as
form tutor but I have been to see the
Headteacher and he has agreed that I
can take on this class next year as form
teacher.” He was our form teacher for

of punishment was principally a stern
verbal admonition, (usually punctuated
with reference to some Old Testament
prophet), rather than the more physical
dispensation of justice meted out by
you know who.
I am not sure how long the phenomenon of the floating form lasted after our
exit from Dynevor – probably not too
long given the extensive and tremendously noisy building renovations of
the late 1950’s : it was a phenomenon of
its time. Being a nomad was actually
quite fun in its own curious way and, on
reflection, we were probably no worse
off for it, as long as we were not subject
to excessive magisterial retribution for
various alleged felonies!
Emeritus Professor John L. Davies
(1952 - 1959)
The School Report
One evening, my daughter asked me if I
would mind her taking my old school
report to school as an artifact for a
history lesson. I agreed, knowing that it
was perhaps not what the teacher was
quite expecting! During the lesson, the
teacher assembled the reports that had
been brought in and proceeded to go
through each one, passing the odd
comment—until he came to mine.
He hesitated at first then commented,
“this is terrible.” He read out the
phrases “Most unsatisfactory. Wastes
far too much valuable time. He must
learn to concentrate on the subject in
hand. Work is deteriorating,” written
by Glyn Jones (metalwork), my form
teacher in 3A. It continued “Not
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I had the opportunity to meet John
Bennett when I visited Dynevor in 1969
in order to borrow an R.E. syllabus
whilst retaking my “O” levels. J.B.
made me very welcome and by then he
had been promoted to Deputy
Headmaster. We had a good chat and
he encouraged me to consider taking
my studies to degree status if the
opportunity arose. It was some years
before I got round to doing so but in
1986 I completed an Open University
degree focusing on Curriculum Studies
and Special Educational Needs. This
led to me taking on responsibility for
Special Needs in a large junior school
in Stockport. Subsequently I was
promoted to a Senior Teacher.
In time, I have learned to live with
epilepsy and strangely only once in
nearly 30 years that I spent teaching did
the condition interrupt my class
teaching. There were occasions when I
would get mild occurrences on my way
home from school and on two occasions
I recall collapsing in the street, which
resulted in hospital admission. On most
occasions this can be a waste of time as
one often ends up seeing someone in
A & E who has little experience of the
condition.
The main thing I have always felt is
having the ability to see the funny side
of things, as do my family. I recall J.B.
telling us, “being able to laugh at oneself
is the true test of sense of a sense of
humour!”
You never forget a good teacher.
Rob Wilks (Year of ’57)

two years and gave the class and myself
a great deal of encouragement. Many of
our tutor sessions were devoted to a
mock trial with him acting as judge,
whilst he explained court procedure
such as direct questioning. This was
followed by him passing judgement on
various misdemeanours that had been
committed in class!
Towards the end of my daughter’s
lesson at school, the teacher having
looked at several other old school
reports, turned back to my daughter
and said quietly, “by the way, what is
your dad doing now?” A question I feel
he later regretted having asked, for she
said, “well actually sir, he’s a teacher.”
As one might imagine, my daughter’s
comment prompted several remarks,
particularly from boys in the class, one
of which was “Oh I see sir, you don’t
really have to work hard in school if you
want to become a teacher!”
I was in the latter stages of my stay in
printing (7 years) that I reached the
conclusion that maybe my academic
ability was not quite as bad as I had
thought for my apparent failure was due
to a number of “issues.” I had by then
passed several City and Guilds examinations. Fortunately, I was given the
opportunity to retake the “O” level exams
I had failed whilst at Dynevor and gained
entry to Teacher Training College despite
the fact that in the late 1960’s the Department of Education seemed very wary of
allowing people with epilepsy entering
teaching. Thankfully, with such legislation as disability discrimination, that is
not quite the case now.
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ODA Annual Lecture 2020
This year the Annual Lecture broke
new ground when in November former
Swansea City Archivist, Dr John Alban
(Year of ’58), used the medium of
Zoom to deliver a fascinating discourse
on ‘Swansea’s (WW2) Air Raids’.
Zoom served us well and by common
consent the event was a great success,
not least because the technology made
the Lecture accessible to ODA
members worldwide, including several
in North America and Australia.
A special word of thanks here must go
to Bill Rawlins (Year of ’55), a citizen of
Melbourne, who got up before 6.00 am
to attend!
A synopsis of the Lecture will appear
in the next edition.

In Memoriam
David Goldstone 1940-1947
Mansel J Thomas 1950-1955
Spencer Davies 1950-56 & 1958-60
Paul Sidey 1951-1958
Paul Kostromin 1955-1962

Dennis ‘Basher’ Jones
Teacher 1959-1969

David Mercer 1965-1967
John Rickard 1965-1972
Robin Chapman 1976-1981

It was with sadness that we learned in
March of the death of John Bowen,
aged 90, former physics teacher at
Dynevor. He was from Waunarlwydd and
attended Dynevor as a pupil in the 1940’s.
He studied Physics at U.C. Swansea and
Education at Trinity, Carmarthen.
John began teaching at Dynevor in 1960
and during the 1960s and 1970s volunteered at the Canoldre Youth Centre
teaching boys electronics and radio
communications. He went from Dynevor
to teach at Tŷ-Coch Further Education
College before retiring.
A quiet and unassuming gentleman and
longstanding member of the ODA, John
was an accomplished musician, playing
piano at home and an organist at Sardis
Chapel in Waunarlwydd.
He and his late wife, Llywela, lived in
Sketty and had two daughters. He will be
fondly remembered by friends and
Dy’vorians.

Find Your Years
The Find Your Years section of the
Dynevor Revisited website has in
recent months been populated with
several additional photographs, many
of which were forwarded to the ODA by
Mr Allan Smith (Headmaster 19862001). If you haven’t looked at the site
recently, please do so. Several
photographs require the identification
of pupils and staff, and in some cases
the year photographs were taken is
unknown.
Visit: https://dynevorrevisited.org.uk/
find-your-years/
If you are able to fill in missing names
or the unknown year or perhaps have
school photographs that you wish to
have posted on the website please
contact:
findyouryears@dynevorrevisited.org.uk
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Rock and Blues Legend,
Spencer Davis
1939-2020

© Heinrich Klaffs

Live in Hamburg, May 1973

Spencer started at Dynevor in 1950
and after “O” levels, he left to work in
London for the Civil Service.
He commented on his decision to join
the Civil Service:

Of all the Dy’vorians who went on to
become celebrities and leaders in their
field, Spencer Davis is probably the most
well-known. Spencer was a rock and
blues legend, who created the famed
Spencer Davis Group in 1963.
Spencer died in California, at the age of
81, on 19th October, 2020. The cause of
death was related to pneumonia, according to his agent, Bob Birk.
The Spencer Davis Group had many
top 10 hit songs, including “Gimme
Some Lovin,” “Somebody Help Me,”
“I’m a Man” and “Keep On Runnin.”

“There was a form of the draft
called National Service. It was
pretty clear I would have to go to
either Northern Ireland or
Germany. I had no quarrel with the
Irish and I had no desire to march up
and down the Berlin Wall, so I joined
the Civil Service.
I guess that made me a draft dodger!
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Christine McVie, a member of the
popular Fleetwood Mac.

The Civil Service gave me £50 to
take a course, and I spent it on a
guitar. I went into a folk club and
saw Long John Baldry, who had a
guitar made by Tony Zemaitis.
A beautiful 12-string guitar. I fell in
love with it. Eric Clapton, Keith
Richards, Ronnie Wood, we all had
Zemaitis guitars.
Sometimes it seems like I’ve had a
charmed life. I found places like that
where I was meant to be.”

“I was in a group with Christine
McVie. We played folk songs, like
“Ballad of Springhill,” about the
Springhill mining disaster in Nova
Scotia, Canada. We did Leadbelly
songs. She later did quite well, as
you know.”

When performing solo, he sang songs
by American blues singers Big Bill
Broonzy, Muddy Waters, Leadbelly, and
Willie Dixon, but he soon realised he
needed to generate his own songs.

In 1958, Spencer returned to Dynevor
to take his “A” levels and became Head
Boy in 1959. In school, he was already
an accomplished musician and credits
his classmate John Ham, brother of
Pete Ham of Badfinger fame, with
teaching him how to play the
harmonica.

“I played the Golden Eagle club in
Birmingham. I had a harmonica
around my neck. I used to play
Muddy Waters’ “Got My Mojo
Working” and the crowd went
ballistic. The owner said he’d give me
a regular spot, so I knew I needed a
band. I saw this group with Muff and
Steve Winwood. Steve played piano
like Oscar Peterson and sang like
Ray Charles, and he was fifteen! We
started the Spencer Davis Rhythm &
Blues Quartet with Pete York. We had
to play for two hours and we started
running out of songs, so we started
writing them out of necessity. Then
Chris Blackwell of Island Records
came to see us, and signed us to a
contract. That was 1964.

After Dynevor, he went on to the
University of Birmingham to read
German. He was fluent in German,
French and Spanish which helped him to
become a very popular performer in
continental Europe. As an academic, he
was known as “Professor” among his
musician friends.
After leaving University, Spencer
became an English teacher but in the
evenings he pursued his true love —
performing blues and R&B songs. Being
very gregarious, Spencer made many
valuable connections with like-minded
people throughout his life. While he
taught at Whittington Oval Junior
School during the day, he would play his
12-string at night. He performed with
Christine Perfect, later to be known as

One day, Chris Blackwell phoned
me and played a vocal/piano demo
over the phone. It was by a Jamaican
guy named Jackie Edwards, and it
was “Keep on Running.”
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He did it “ska” style. I said, ‘Oh,
yeah!’ We went into the studio. Steve
had the same kind of fuzz pedal that
Keith Richards had used on “Satisfaction.” Muff played a very heavy
bass. I played Motown-style guitar.
My late ex-wife was in the control
room and she was jumping up and
down. Jimmy Cliff was there that
day and you can hear him in the
chorus. That was our breakthrough.
That was our epiphany.”

It wasn’t long before Spencer left
teaching to begin his music career with
drummer, Pete York and brothers,
Steve and Muff Winwood.
“I was teaching then. I got in one
morning from touring with Steve,
Muff, and Peter. We got in around
three o’clock and I had to be at
school a few hours later. One of the
students said, ‘Sir, you’re falling
asleep.’ I knew then I had to quit.”

The Spencer Davis Group. Steve, Muff, Peter
and Spencer in Birmingham, 1965.

© Jim Simpson

Lee Hooker’s ‘Boom, Boom.’ Ours
was John Lee Hooker’s ‘Dimples.’”

The group was soon touring with the
Rolling Stones and The Who when they
were still working in clubs, having
after-hour drinks with the Beatles,
jamming with Charlie Watts, Long John
Baldry and Jack Bruce.

Stevie Windward quit the band, still a
teenager, to form Traffic in 1967. His
brother, Muff left at the same time to
become an A&R executive with Island
Records.
Spencer auditioned many candidates to
replace Stevie Windward, one of whom
was a young man called Reggie Dwight.
Reggie didn’t get the job but he did end
up with a great career as Elton John.
Eddie Hardin, a keyboardist/vocalist,
and Phil Sawyer, a guitarist/vocalist
replaced the Windward brothers.
In August 1967, the reformed group
had a Top 30 hit with “Time Seller,” and

When asked if there was competition
or camaraderie between the groups at
that time, Spencer replied:
“Oh, camaraderie! When ‘Keep on
Running’ knocked ‘Day Tripper’
from Number One in England, we
got a telegram from the Beatles
congratulating us. And of course
we’d all listened to the same music.
The Animals’ first record was John
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the group’s single “Mr. Second Class”
reached #35 in the UK in December
1967 . These were the last of their
heyday hits.
During the ‘70s and the ‘80s, Spencer
worked mostly as an independent
publisher and producer for Island
Records. Acting as an Island executive,
he strengthened the label’s talents with
Bob Marley and the Wailers, as well as
1980s pop sensation Robert Palmer.
When asked how it felt to be seated on
the other side of the desk, Spencer said:

“I was horrified at how artists were
treated. Read my book when it
comes out. There are stories!
I was a language student, not a
businessman. I trusted people. These
days, if a kid comes to me for advice,
I say, ‘If you create something, it’s
yours. Register it with the Library of
Congress. Get a lawyer. Keep your
hands on it; if not, it will be stolen.”

Spencer performing at the Big Rivers Festival
2009 in Dordrecht, Netherlands.

appearances with the Grateful Dead,
Gary US Bonds, Levon Helm,
Springsteen’s E Street Band, Peter
Noone and Alvin Lee.
Spencer lived his final years on
Catalina Island off the coast of Southern
California, an hour, by ferry, from Los
Angeles.
The Catalina Island Museum
celebrated Spencer Davis and the
“British Invasion” with a symposium,
and exhibition in 2012. Click the link to
watch the intro video:
https://youtu.be/QsF4cG6rxYc

In the early 80’s Spencer was head of
A&R for Allegiance Records, an
independent label based in Hollywood,
but the itch to play in a band again came
back again. After encouragement from
his mate, Bill Wyman he made his next
album, “Crossfire,” with guests Dusty
Springfield, Flo and Eddie, and Booker
T. Jones.
In 1984, Spencer was back on the road
in America with his own band. He also
toured Europe and The Middle East
with Pete York, plus British rock
legends, Brian Auger and Chris Farlowe.
Days on the road increased and by
1987 he was performing over a hundred
shows a year. He also made guest

“Someone at Capitol Records once
said to me, ‘Spencer, you’re too old
to rock and roll.’ That was one of
the most tactless things I’ve ever
heard. Is Willie Dixon too old to sing
and play his bass? You only stop
doing it when you’re lying in your
coffin, I keep on running, and
always will.”
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A Life in the Law (Part 3)
Stuart Batcup (1956-1963)
District Judge Emeritus

Stuart the “slick seventies Solicitor with his serous
books and kipper tie,” photographed in 1976.
In June 1966, I returned to Swansea
from Aberystwyth with a 2.1 Honours
degree in Law, my relationship with Liz
intact, Articles of Clerkship in the bag,
and a Bedford bus.
I had kept in touch with the Town
Clerk’s Department at the Guildhall and
was offered Articles during the Easter
holidays. I was to start work in
September 1966 at a salary of £520 per
annum, or £10 per week. This was much
better than the compensation available
in private practice where it was normal
to expect an articled clerk’s parents to
pay a premium, which was then used to
pay them £5 per week for the duration
of their Articles.
My father said it was better to be born
lucky than rich when one month later a
National Local Government pay award

came through. A new ‘Trainee Grade’
had been introduced for all graduate
trainees across the board, and by
November, I was being paid at the rate
of £860 per annum. Not quite a lottery
win, but sufficient for Liz and me to get
married in September 1967. This was
boosted by the fact that Liz had won a
car in the 1964 Aber Rag Raffle which
had been sold and the proceeds tucked
away by her Mum.
I spent two very happy years working in
the Town Clerk’s Department, before
departing to the College of Law at
Guildford, Surrey for six months, to cram
for and sit my Law Society final exams
the following February. Liz was a civil
servant and able to transfer her job to
Guildford, but she was heavily pregnant
and did not return after Christmas.
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We were the largest law firm in Wales
at the time and I was Partner No 7 of 38.
We had offices in Cardiff, Swansea and
Pontypridd and soon adopted the much
less wieldy name — Morgan Bruce.
Strategically the merger was absolutely
the right thing for the practice, and I
threw myself whole heartedly into all
that was needed of a senior member of
the team. However, as I had been
appointed a Deputy District Judge in
March 1989 and was enjoying the twenty
or so days a year I was sitting as such. I
could see a more interesting future for
me on the Bench when I was asked to put
my name forward.
Accordingly on 22nd December 1992,
after twenty years as a partner in private
practice, in full regalia, I was sworn in at
Swansea Crown Court as District Judge
for the Merthyr Tydfil Group of County
Courts by Mr Justice Scott Baker the
then Presiding Judge of the Wales and
Chester Circuit. Various professional
colleagues spoke at the ceremony,
including the then President of the
Swansea and District Law Society, the
brilliant Geoffrey Roy Thomas.
The Courts in my juristriction included
Caerphilly, Pontypridd, Merthyr Tydfil,
Brecon and Llandrindod Wells, so he
couldn’t resist saying:
“ When this boy first came to practice
at Swansea, I knew he would go far,
but I never thought that he would go as
far as Llandrindod Wells!”
That then is a potted history of my
career as a practising lawyer, but what
did I actually do? Here are some of the
highlights—please read on:

The College of Law was nothing like
University and I struggled with learning
by rote. I didn’t pass all my subjects in
one attempt but I continued working in
the Guildhall and tackled the outstanding two subjects the following August,
by which time I also had a son and heir.
Fortunately, I passed and on 2nd
December 1969 the Master of the Rolls,
Lord Denning, signed my certificate to
practise as a Solicitor.
There was only one vacancy in the
Town Clerk’s Department at the time
and I was not prepared to compete with
my colleague, Brian Meller, who I had
first met at an interview by the Town
Clerk and Percy Morris in 1962. He had
completed his five years Articles and a
stint at Guildford and had qualified at
the same time as I.
Luck shone again when I was head
hunted by the partners in Collins Woods
and Vaughan Jones, one of Swansea’s
three oldest and most respected firms.
I was appointed Assistant Solicitor and
started after Christmas. From January
1970, I practised as an Assistant
Solicitor, then I became a Partner in
January 1972, and Senior Partner in
1989. By January 1989, the Firm had six
partners, eight Assistants/Articled
Clerks, and an overall complement of
fifty-four.
Later that year, my partners and I
took the strategic decision to merge the
practice with three other practices
across South Wales, and we became
Collins Woods and Vaughan Jones with
Morgan Bruce and Hardwickes, a huge
mouthful for our receptionist!
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and spent the morning with him. He was
far more interested in me than the work
he was trying to fit in, and the career
advice he gave me is as vivid today as it
was then.
Another barrister that I was told by
the prosecuting solicitor to brief in
those higher courts was Gareth
Williams of Iscoed Chambers, near
Joe’s Ice Cream Parlour. We formed a
close working relationship that in later
years led to all sorts of high profile civil
disputes, tribunal and public inquiry
work together. I learned a lot from him
and was pleased to follow his career as a
QC and then as Lord Williams of
Mostyn, the Leader of the House of
Lords in Tony Blair’s Government.
Tragically, he died of a heart attack in
his early sixties.
In 1967, Brian and I were seconded to
the Deputy Town Clerk for six months
as he was in charge of promoting the
Llyn Brianne Dam Scheme for the West
Glamorgan Water Board of which the
Town Clerk was the acting clerk. This
was a huge project involving promoting
a Private Act of Parliament, serving
myriads of statutory notices and
managing a three week public inquiry at
the Castle Hotel, Llandovery.
We managed to drive a Water Board
Land Rover into a ditch at the dam site
and set fire to at least two photocopiers!
As everything we did flowed from
powers given by the “Water Resources
Act 1963,” we had to set that out at the
head all our letters. One day a letter
came back headed the “Watery Sauces
Act 1963” which cheered us up no end.

The old Swansea County Borough
Council was an all-purpose authority. We
covered everything from ‘Ousing and
‘Ighways to Heducashon,” as one of our
illustrious Councillors would have said.
As the Department had only one client
everything we did had to have the
authority of a Minute from the relevant
Committee. Although I thought I knew
it all when I arrived, I soon discovered
that, like Manuel ‘I knew nothing.’ The
six solicitors in the department were all
experts in their own fields and I learned
a lot from them all.
My first Supervisor was Dick Davies, an
Old Dyvorian, who reckoned that for the
sake of my soul, I ought to attend a
Committee Meeting. I duly turned up at
one of the committee rooms on the main
corridor, and had to cut my way in
through the wall of smoke already
billowing through the door. The most
boring debate groaned on about
standardising dustbins, interspersed with
the hacking cough of the Chief Officer who
was chain smoking alongside the
Chairman. Believe it or not, that Chief
Officer was Dr Meyrick, the Medical
Officer of Health, and the committee was
the Public Health Committee!
I never attended a committee meeting
again, but was privileged to attend
Magistrates Court hearings, Assize
Court Trials and Quarter Sessions as we
not only prosecuted for the Borough
Police force, but also ran the Sessions
for the then Recorders of Swansea.
One day, the morning’s business had
collapsed and I was deputed to ‘devil’ for
the Recorder, Tasker Watkins VC QC
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Aberystwyth. Within a few weeks of me
joining, British Steel had six redundancy
payments cases pending in the Industrial
Tribunal. They didn’t want to employ a
barrister and were quite happy for me to
do them. We won four out of the six
cases, and with the introduction of the
concept of unfair dismissal by the
Industrial Relations Act 1971 employment work started to flow in.
At the back end of 1971, I not only
acted for Swansea University in the first
contested unfair dismissal case heard in
South Wales, but also found myself in
London at the short-lived National
Industrial Relations Court when the
campus was closed by a picket line
preventing essential fuel oil deliveries.
Post graduate demonstrators and
teaching assistants, who were paid for
their work, with the backing of the
‘Marxist fringe’ had been encouraged to
join Clive Jenkins’ ASTMS Trade Union,
who had called the Strike. The Department of Education and Science, The
University Grants Committee and the
Union were all represented by QCs, and
for the University, little me. Fortunately, a deal was struck at the Court and
normality was restored quite quickly.
I could go on endlessly about the
amazing challenges I faced over the
years, and the impressive people I
worked with, particularly with Gareth
Williams and Lord ‘Jim’ Callaghan of
Cardiff who was President of Swansea
University in the early nineteen nineties
when it faced some very serious
problems, but I will end with something
that was ‘completely different.’

As did the letter we received from a hill
farmer from Llanarthney objecting to
the six foot trunk water main going
through his land. He was willing to
withdraw his objection if we would give
him a connection! I often reflect with a
wry smile the thought of the farmer
being blasted to kingdom come on
turning on that tap.
Being a part of the running of the
inquiry was huge, and we both learned a
lot from the way that the eminent QCs
ran the show. We became friendly with
the Forestry Commission’s local
forester whose valleys were to be
flooded, such that he gave me
permission to bring the 1st Mumbles
Scout Troop there for an adventure
weekend based around the River Towy
and Twm Sion Catti’s cave. The photo
shows our Bedford Bus at a spot that is
now at the bottom of the Dam.

All this stood me in remarkably good
stead when I joined Collins Woods, as it
had a quite incredible client base. As
well as doing all of BPs Welsh work, we
did work for the British Steel Corporation at Margam, Trostre and Velindre,
International Nickel at Clydach as well
as the Universities at Swansea and
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learning curve led to a settlement about
a fortnight before the trial in 1976, as
contrary to what they had agreed
before, the Ministry waded in to say that
if Cyril won, they would keep the brooch
as he had found it during the course of
his employment. The deal struck was
that the brooch would be purchased by
the National Museum, with 2/3rd of the
cost going to Cyril, and 1/3rd to Hon G
B. Bathurst.

Our office accountant lived at Oxwich
Green, next door to Cyril Grove who
worked as a labourer for the Ministry of
Public Works which was restoring
Oxwich Castle. In 1968, in the course of
his work, Cyril found a brooch which he
reckoned had been scratched out of the
rubble by a chicken and handed it in.
A Treasure Trove Inquest had been
held which concluded that the brooch
was not Treasure Trove as the jurors
were not satisfied that it had been
hidden in ancient times. It was no part
of the Jury’s remit to determine
ownership, so where did Cyril stand?
The Castle was then owned by the
Honourable G. B. Bathurst the second
son of Lady Apsley of Wiltshire. Lady
Apsley had bought it from her sister
Lady Blythswood, the proprietor of the
Penrice Estate in the nineteen fifties to
help with her death duty problems. The
Bathurst claimed ownership of the
brooch as it had been found on his land,
and also by inheritance as he asserted
the brooch had been lost in an affray
that took place in the entrance to the
Castle on 28th December 1557 when it
was being worn by his ancestor Anne
Mansel when she was attacked and
killed! A detailed account of this affray
taken from the Star Chamber papers by
Prof Glanmor Williams appears in
Gower Journal 2 1949.
In the early nineteen seventies the law
of “Finders Keepers” was in the
ascendancy, and with the benefit of
Legal Aid, I was able to launch a
Chancery Claim on Cyril’s behalf with a
3 to 1 chance of success. Again a steep

As you will see from the image, the
Oxwich Brooch really is something
special and takes pride of place as one of
the Top Ten exhibits in the Museum
until this day.
The law has also moved on so the
chances of Cyril winning today are
virtually zilch. With the benefit of
hindsight I think that it was this case
that sealed my particular fondness for
the ramifications of Civil Law which,
with family law was to dominate the rest
of my working life.
Stuart Batcup
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Zoom to the rescue!
The lockdown that the pandemic
brought earlier this year was not
without a silver lining for one
group of Old Dy’vorians.
Before Covid-19, Phil Stone and
Peter Samuel (both Year of 59),
Brian James, Geoff Anthony, Jeff
Humphreys (all Year of 58),
Tudor Lewis (Year of 57) and Eric
Westermark (Form VI entrant of
1963), friends from Dynevor now
residing on either side of the
Atlantic, would keep in touch through
occasional email exchanges and ODA
reunions. Football is the focus of
interest of our group, most of us having
played in the same school teams,
including the one below.

circle of friends not of the digital
generation, doubts about the technology
have been largely dispelled and, at the
time of writing, the group continues to
hold weekly Transatlantic Zoom
meetings with obvious enjoyment, as the
above screenshot suggests:
The initial meetings of the group
were limited to just over half an hour
— the meeting time allowed to users
of free Zoom accounts. More
recently, the ODA has invested in an
annual Zoom licence, now used by
the group, that allows us to schedule
meetings of any length.
If anyone reading this would like to
organise a Zoom meeting like ours
for a group of OD members sharing
common interests, please contact Phil
Stone at:
philstone1@icloud.com
With the ODA programme and so many
other social activities on hold, the
experience of our group is that this is an
excellent means of furthering one of the
primary aims of our Association – that of
keeping past pupils in touch with each
other.

Back: Tom James | Dai Jenkins | Robert Howells | Phil Stone |Tudor
Lewis | Peter Howells | EricWestermark | Dewi Evans | Alan Evans
Front: Barry Joslin |Tony Nantcurvis | Dudley Sinnett | Jeff
Humphreys | Geoff Anthony | Brian James

The suggestion was made back in
April, as the football season approached
its finale, that we might use Zoom as a
more immediate and effective means of
keeping in touch than sporadic emails.
Despite some initial scepticism among a
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78º 13ʼ North

The latitude of Longyearbyen, Norway
Les Hughes 1959 - 1965

For over 35 years Les was a volunteer guided walks mountain
leader with the Brecon Beacons National Park, leading groups
of people over all areas of the park, at all times of the day and
night and in all sorts of weather conditions.

At our destination, the sun had not
been above the horizon for some
months, and it was not due to for many
more weeks. The outside temperature at
–11ºC was expected, but the reality
came as quite a surprise, as we endured
it on the hurried walk from the aircraft
to the terminal.
“Welcome to Longyearbyen” the sign
proclaimed as we entered the building.
We had arrived on Svalbard, sometimes
better known as Spitzbergen, which is
about 1,000 km north of the north
Norwegian mainland. The remoteness
of our location was dramatically

It was 2.30pm in late January.
A blizzard was blowing hard and it was
dark (not bad-weather-dark but
night-time-dark) when the aircraft
made a smooth landing at an airport in
the middle of nowhere. The only visible
lights were those of the terminal
buildings. There were no others.
The darkness was all consuming.
Three hours earlier, in great anticipation of what lay ahead, my wife and I
boarded an aircraft at Oslo in crisp,
bright wintry sunshine. We were
comfortably dressed for normal UK
winter temperatures.
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reinforced by a signpost giving
distances to various other locations, the
nearest to the north being the North
Pole at just over 1,000km away. To find
Svalbard on a map just look at the very
top of Greenland, head east and it will
be there, about 1,250km north of the
Arctic Circle.
While going through baggage collection, customs and immigration, the
blizzard that was blowing hard when we
arrived had stopped. The clouds just
vanished revealing awesome, stereotypical arctic scenery – the actual scenery
was far, far better than in any photograph or that shown on television. It
really does need to be seen to be fully
appreciated.
The darkness, which was now pierced
by a large bright clear moon, only served
to magnify what was already an
impressive view. The lack of light
pollution, or any other pollution,
provided one of the clearest night views
I have ever witnessed — dark sky areas
within the UK, although quite
impressive, are not in the same league.
It was as if we had arrived on the set of
an old monochrome film production.
Only two colours were present — black
and white. The pure bright whiteness of
the snow covering the surrounding
mountains was intensified by the huge
bright moon, which reflected sufficient
light to make other objects nearby clearly
visible. The surrounding darkness of the
sky only served to further enhance and
sharpen the whiteness, which returned
the compliment by deepening the
darkness. The clarity of the air was

remarkable, it was pitch black, “bible
black” as Dylan Thomas would describe
it, and it was still early afternoon.
The town was about a ten minute bus
drive from the airport. There was
absolutely no chance of getting lost as
there was only one road. Well, we
assumed it was a road, as we were
following a straightish flat hard snowcovered lane.
The town itself has one road in and the
same one out, with our hotel situated at
the far end. The other end is less than 1k
away – so it isn’t that big. There are a
few other bits and pieces of roadways,
but basically that’s it. Most of the
amenities are along this one road. A few
hotels and bars, a post office, a junior
school, a supermarket and a few other
shops and attractions. While we were
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The main street in Longyearbyen.

chilly! Cameras froze, exposed skin
froze, eyelashes froze, even well
wrapped toes felt the cold, so we had to
keep moving.
The north star, Polaris, which is
directly overhead at the north Pole,
indicated to us how near we were to the
Pole – virtually straight above us. It was
just too cold not to keep moving. Some
members of the group were unable to
stay outside for more than a few
minutes before retreating to the relative
warmth of the snowmobile, which
hovered around -5ºC internally.
The purpose of the visit was to see the
northern lights, which almost didn’t
oblige. The great irony was that while
waiting at our hotel for transport, what
should appear, but the lights. It started
like a cloud in a very clear sky, and as it
went further south to where the sun
would eventually appear, the cloud
turned bright green. Not the iconic
green curtain, but more like a very large,
long comet in the sky. Still very
impressive. Apparently the lights are

there the sun would not appear above
the horizon, only a pre-dawn glimmer in
the sky for an hour or so in the area
where the sun would eventually make
an appearance. When outside, it was
necessary to wear full arctic gear,
including crampons for walking around.
Thermal long johns may not be very
elegant, but along with other layers they
were necessary to keep warm.
One prominent sign displayed on the
outside door of the supermarket required
those entering to leave their guns in a
special holding area. Interesting! The
hotels, restaurants and bars all had a
special room just inside, where outside
clothing and footwear had to be left. We
quickly managed to adapt to that
regulation, not finding it a chore.
With the clearing sky, the temperature
started to drop reaching an average of
about -17ºC during our visit. On an
excursion to a remote valley, we
experienced the coldest temperature.
The gauge recorded -31ºC. That was
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subject to a 14 year cycle and we were
about five years after the high point,
only two years away from the lowest
sighting probability. We were told that
we were quite lucky to see what we did
manage to see.
Next on the itinerary was a hike up
onto a glacier high above the town, to
explore a cave system under the glacier.
The party consisted of a local guide,
three Welsh and five Saudis. They were
a group of architects working in Europe
and taking the opportunity to do
something completely different… and
people thought that we were odd!
It is compulsory to carry a powerful
rifle whenever anyone, either in a group
or individually, ventures outside the
town limits. Our guide carried one and,
as we reached the town limits, he had to
put a live round into the rifle and ensure
that the safety catch was on. It is a safety
measure in the event of a polar bear
taking too much interest in us.
There are more polar bears than
people on Svalbard, and occasionally
they venture near the town. In my case,
had a polar bear appeared I’m afraid I
wouldn’t have stayed around long
enough to see how well the guide
handled the situation. My younger days
sprinter skills would have been revived
and fully employed.
The route we took to the entrance of
the cave involved climbing a steep snow
slope; we were very grateful for our
crampons. The trek took about three
hours, including a stop for a warm
drink, which the guide carried. His
pack, his rifle, sufficient hot drinks for

It’s forbidden to die in Longyearbyen. The town’s
only cemetery closed over 70 years ago because
it’s so cold that bodies previously buried there
have never decomposed, and some still carry
traces of an influenza virus that caused an epidemic
in 1917.

all and his arctic clothing was a
considerable weight. All that and
trekking up a steep slope in the snow in
freezing cold attracted an admiration
for his fitness levels.
It was midday and totally dark, but as
we were climbing, the moon started to
rise above the mountains to the east. We
had an excellent, unobstructed view of a
huge blood red moon at its closest to the
earth and which was then subjected to a
total lunar eclipse. Apparently a 1 in 150
year event. With no light pollution this
really was quite an impressive show of
nature, even more stars appeared to fill
the sky, and to add a little more, a small
showing of the lights. We knew what to
expect when we saw the cloud and were
able to alert the rest of the group.
Although small and not very long
lasting the lights were there and the
Saudis were delighted as it was their
first sighting.
We had to craw through a short tunnel
under the glacier to access the cave.
Once inside, it was just high enough and
wide enough to walk through, with
occasional natural passing places.
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Life for the two thousand permanent
inhabitants carries on as normal,
receiving as many tourists in the winter
as in the summer. The only real
industry is tourism driven, although it
does have a small independent brewery
which is well worth a visit. There is a
small university which specialises in
arctic biodiversity attracting students
from all parts of the world. The airport
was the catalyst for an increase in
tourism, as prior to its opening the only
way to get there was a six days trip by
boat – not a very pleasant option.
Our time in Longyearbyen came to an
end too soon. The blizzard that had
welcomed us on arrival returned for our
departure, something of a hello and
goodbye gesture. Nature is so
unpredictable that the unexpected
should always be expected.
The purpose of the visit was to
experience something completely
different for my 70th birthday.
It certainly was very different, and it
was an amazing experience, but it left us
with quite a quandary, how do we follow
that for her 70th?
Les Hughes 1959 - 1965

It was as if nature was allowing us to
view the cave, and providing the means
of doing so. The effort of getting there
and squeezing through the entrance
tunnel was rewarded with some of the
most incredible ice features and
formations. The colours, which were the
result of minerals captured by the ice,
were so unexpected, and the ice itself
was glass like and as hard as concrete.
The temperature inside was about
-20ºC, but no wind so no real issue.
However outside, leaving the relative
warmth of -20ºC, was a shock. A strong
cold wind was blowing straight off the
glacier. Waiting around for more than a
few minutes was not an option, we had
to return as quickly as possible.
Fortunately it was downhill all the way,
but was not as easy as it sounds. There
were some precarious sections
alongside long steep slopes which had
to be negotiated with caution.
It was surprising that the permanent
darkness was having absolutely no
impact. We acclimatised almost
immediately. Perhaps it was a mental
acceptance that it wasn’t going to
change while we were there, so we had
to make the most of it. It was rather
pleasant in some odd way.
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ODA Notes and Announcements
ODA Lecture. Thanks go to Phil Stone
for managing the technology and to Dr
John Alban for delivering his talk on
The Three Nights’ Blitz. Dr Alban’s talk
was very well received by about 100
attendees, joining the event from
various parts of the UK, Australia and
the USA.

ODA Annual Reunion Dinner
Unfortunately, COVID restrictions at
the end of October forced us to
postpone the Annual Reunion Dinner
for a second time. The new date for the
Dinner is Friday, 7th May 2021 at
The Village Hotel, COVID permitting.
John Walters will pass the Presidency
of the ODA to Keith Ferguson at the
Dinner, by which time we hope that it
will be possible to resume our normal
calendar of events.
Annual General Meeting and
Financial Statements
It is uncertain when we will be able to
hold our next AGM, but Steve Way,
ODA Treasurer, has posted The Audited
Financial Statements for Y.E. 31
December 2019 on our website
www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk , where
they are available to be accessed ahead
of approval by the AGM.

The Dy’vorian magazine
This latest edition of The Dy’vorian,
No. 38, is the second online edition,
due to the non-availability of printed
copies. The ODA Committee is most
grateful to Francis Morgan, our Editor,
and his contributors for providing
members with a high quality
publication for our enjoyment in these
trying times.
When normal life returns we hope,
subject to cost considerations, to mail
out printed copies of the editions that
so far have been possible only online.
New ODA Officers and Committee
Members
An important item on the next AGM
Agenda will be the Election of Officers.
Phill Davies has advised the Committee
of his intention to stand down as
Secretary at the next AGM, but Pam
Bashford has stepped forward to
understudy the role and the current
Committee are unanimous in
supporting her election at the next
AGM.
Hopefully, others will be willing to
join the Committee to support its work.
Please contact any of those listed in the
directory on the back cover of this
magazine to express your interest.

Internet and Online Activities
As reported in The Dy’vorian, No.37, the
redesigned Website is up and running.
Any contributions to be posted in our
digital Archive should be submitted to
Phil Stone or Pam Bashford:
philstone1@icloud.com
pam_bashford@hotmail.com .
Any announcement regarding an
event, a reunion etc. may be submitted
as a Word document to Keith Evans:
keith_evans4@sky.com for circulation
via MailChimp.
We have purchased a licence to enable
meetings via ZOOM and already it has
been used successfully to hold a
Committee Meeting and an Annual
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Dynevor’s Picasso

The Art of Adrian Davies (1955-1961)
Part 3

One of over 40 similar
pieces, this somewhat
“egyptian” looking work
pays homage to nature’s
metamorphic marriage
with the “man-made.”
The humble cooking
utensil in a stage of
transition via decay,
erosion and climate
change. (series
commenced April 2017)

Against the advice and concerns of my
colleagues at Herefordshire College of
Art & Design, and of former colleagues at
Hereford College of Higher Education,
I accepted the post of Senior Lecturer at
Trinity College, Carmarthen, commencing September, 1983. In many ways their
advice made good sense. I was teaching
and developing my work successfully,
had won a fine art bursary from West
Midlands Arts Council in 1982, with
proviso that I’d exhibit my work within
the newly formed counties of both
Herefordshire and Worcestershire.
My salary was already that of Senior
Lecturer and I was captain of Hereford
Staff and Former Students Cricket XI.

However, returning to Wales had been
in my mind from the moment I left in
1969. The opportunity to live and work in
Carmarthen outweighed all arguments!
My exhibition at the Hereford City Art
Gallery & Museum in the summer of 1983
was my farewell and final act.
At my interview, in May ‘83, I realised
that Trinity College was in a state of
transition. The newly appointed
Principal assured me of his confidence in
predicting a bright future for the
institution with greater diversification
across all subject areas and he looked
forward to developing new ideas. Within
a short period his claims were being
realised. I felt both supportive and
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confident in his vision and he appreciated my directness.
In 1988, I was promoted to Principal
Lectureship and was made Head of the
Department of Art and Design Technology. That summer, I was awarded a major
prize at the Newport National Eisteddfod, and was invited by Mary Lloyd
Jones, Welsh painter, to exhibit my
work at Bloomfield House, Narberth and
to follow with a larger collection at The
Carmarthen Library Gallery from
October to December. This long period
allowed my students to work with local
primary school children in activities
based on the exhibits! It was very
successful and fruitful too for my
graduating art students after arranging
to have a post - graduate exhibition at
Bloomfield House each year.
During this period, I began displaying
works throughout the college campus,
and applications for places on our courses began increasing.
Each graduating student was invited
to donate a work, or works, to this
collection and in doing so would
preserve their association with Trinity
and provide them with recognition.
This was probably my greatest
contribution to Trinity, now known as
University of Wales Trinity St. David.
Since retirement I have been able to
work very selfishly, concentrating
entirely on my decisions and modus
operandi. By 2010, I had run out of
space and decided to have the rear
building of my bungalow converted .
The studio, study and connecting areas is
some 19 metres in length and has

provided a considerable space in which
to operate. Now, ten years on, my output
has almost consumed that once wondrous space! I remain fully aware that
my time in education has been crucial in
making me a well disciplined and
hopefully a decent strategist in “Why,
What, When and How” I manage and
execute my works !
My main aim has always been to create
work which reflects my thought. The
practice of making “art” has necessitated
continuous study and practice in
learning new procedures whilst honing
existing ones. The reward has always
been in the work itself, not that I am
deliriously happy and enjoying every
minute, I do not think of it as a hobby in
occupying my time whilst I journey

This painted assemblage will be just part of a larger “tree”
like structure, and represent a fusion of natural and
man-made materials (memory of initial visits to the valley
and seeing a 10 mtrs high concrete lamp-post split asunder by
a young tree)
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towards the inevitable!
There is within me a
drive which frankly I
cannot switch off! My
mind forever thinks
“If I do this, what’ll
happen?” Shape,
dimension, surface,
space and colour are
forever constant. I am
invigorated by twists
and turns and insatiable
when a “run” of something has begun.
Whatever “that” maybe,
I will hunt it again and
again and again - until I
am, or “it,” is exhausted.
Visits to London are
ever thrilling. The Tate
at Millbank, the Tate
Modern, the Royal Academy, the
National Gallery as well as other smaller
galleries delight my soul. The British
Museum is wonderful, I have been so
beguiled by their collections from across
the globe and these “relics” inspire me
greatly.
Oh, that we should possess just 5% of
these fruits in the Principality, our
students might have wondrous gifts to
learn from in their own “backyard.”
For many years I have continued to
visit the Rembrandt room at the
National Gallery - this master’s work is
above and beyond the skills and vision of
this mere mortal! Seeing at first hand is
vital for aspiring artists of any kind.
At the Tate Modern some years ago
during the Futurism show I was

These acrylic painted and folded canvas covered
structures attempt to reveal my thoughts
regarding this V shaped narrow valley as a chrysalis,
an environment in transition. (works produced 2010
- 2012, a series of some 30 pieces)

spellbound when confronted by Carlo
Carra’s painting “La donna al caffe”
(Donna e assenzio) 1911. The work was
bursting with opacities and translucencies not visible in reproductions and
that experience has remained affixed in
my mind.
Hopefully some of what what I have
learned, and been influenced by, may be
evident in the works I have been
creating.
In April 2017 I made a decision to
re-examine specific works I had
constructed in 1982 - 1985. These works
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Both pieces are "fragments" and will be part of an "army" of tree forms
to be created during the next 12 months or so.They will symbolise
nature's domination of the now virtually disappeared truncated coal-tip.

The uprightness of the narrow
valley with Welsh red sky and
veil of damp “mist” contrasting
with upright edge of a
gravestone in Pantycroes Chapel,
allowing glimpse of the blue/
black mining of yesteryear.

Where a man-made structure once stood
now it has been overtaken by natural
growth. The entirety of my output relates
to this valley and its changes.
My desire for magic is a yearning when I
paint, and listening to music certainly
helps. If only I might transfer something
of Mahler’s bedazzling Ruckert Lieder or
the vigour and power of Beethoven’s
symphonies, the eeriness of Britten and
the sensuousness of Debussy and the
rhythmic signals and symbols of Steve
Reich; as well as the likes of Miles Davis,
John Coltrane, Pink Floyd, Paul Weller
and Led Zeppelin!

were produced in response to incidents
experienced in the River Clydach valley,
below Craig Cefn Parc in 1980.
In March of this year 2020 I felt that I
needed to consider how the terrain had
changed so greatly — the “coal-tip” was
no longer visible having been consumed
by trees! Utilising techniques I have
employed for the past four years I began
making my version of these trees. They
are made from varying parts both related
to a tree form and containing disparate
elements — these I hope will reflect the
“poetry” of nature and its relentless
disparagement of human endeavour.
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Our Trip Around Australia
28,000 kilometers in six months (Part Two)
Steve Richards 1966-73

Steve Richards writes the second part about the trip
he and his family made around Australia in 2006.

colours of the eucalyptus trees which
stretch in all directions on the horizon.
The air above them has a blue haze
from the evaporating eucalyptus oil on
hot days. Some specific memorable
landmarks here are the Three Sisters,
Wentworth Falls and Katoomba, a
well-preserved, heritage-listed, art
deco town.
After three months on the road, the
next stop was Canberra, the Australian
capital, which is in the middle of
nowhere. On the way we called in at
Fitzroy Falls in the Moreton National
Park, which has magnificent, massive
cliff views, and Bowral, a heritage town
which is the birthplace of Donald
Bradman, Australia’s greatest cricketer.
Canberra is an interesting place,
housing our original Parliament House

From Port Stephens we set out for
Sydney, stopping in Swansea. This area
is part of the Hunter Valley and was
settled in the early days of white
settlement, including Welsh people who
brought their coal mining skills. The
population around 5,000. There’s also a
Cardiff. This is New South Wales!
Sydney is big, with a population of
around five-million. A sprawling,
congested, expensive city with some
famous sites that I don’t need to name.
We stayed a week and did the city bus
tour to see the main sites.
The real gems around Sydney lie
inland, via Victorian era towns like
Richmond and Windsor in the Blue
Mountains, which offer some
magnificent history and views. The
“Blue” comes from the blue-green
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long-time friend on Raymond Island.
Highlight of this was walking through
their property and seeing multiple
koalas in their garden trees.
We spent a week in Melbourne, a city
of five million and probably the most
interesting Aussie city. We saw a
number of city sights, including the Old
Melbourne Jail, where Ned Kelly was
hanged.

and the “new one,” which is a spectacular modern building built into a hillside.
It has grass on the top, plus a very big
mast and flag. The building houses
6,000 pieces of Australian art and
numerous types of timber, limestone
and marble. The building is an art form
in itself — it should be for A$1.1 billion!
We had a guided tour there and at the
Australian War Memorial/Museum, one
of about a dozen museums in the capital.
Melbourne, capital city of Victoria, was
our next major stop, as the stepping off
point for our Tasmania visit. From
Canberra we travelled back out towards
the east coast and through some of the
towns worst hit recently by the bush
fires, like Braidwood. We spent two and
a half weeks on this stretch, staying at
Bateman’s Bay and Pambula Beach.
Then we travelled inland to some
beautiful heritage towns with great
names: Nelligen, Lilli Pilli, Malua Bay,
Mossy Point, Narooma, Tilba Tilba,
Brogo and Bega. There’s some pristine
and beautiful coastline in this part of
New South Wales.
After crossing the border into Victoria,
we stopped at Lakes Entrance, another
visually spectacular area, and visited a

The room in Melbourne Jail where Ned Kelly
was hanged.

We also went out to the Dandenong
ranges, including Sassafrass and Olinda,
which are beautiful Victorian-era towns.
Cooler Melbourne has a temperate
climate with sometimes four seasons in
one day.
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We took the car and van
onto the Spirit of
Tasmania ferry for the
ten hour overnight
crossing to Tasmania.
This is one of the roughest
pieces of ocean in the
world and we felt every
roll and pitch, even
though the ferry is
massive
Tasmania was a three
week trip and is mostly
unspoilt, green, and quite
like rural UK. We stayed
in Launceston, Bicheno
and the capital Hobart, and visited
Swansea in the Glamorgan-Spring Bay
area. Their local museum, for some
reason, had a book with pictures of
people from Morriston in it, some of
whom I knew!
It was snowing as we arrived in Hobart
and was around 1ºC. That made caravan

life interesting, but we were fine,
with some heating on-board. We
saw a lot of places from Hobart,
which is a well-preserved city,
with a population about 240,000
— smaller than Swansea, UK.
Amongst the most interesting
were Richmond (1823 bridge
built by convicts) and Port Arthur
– infamous for its original brutal
treatment of convicts and its 1996
massacre when a local man shot
dead 35 people and wounded 23.
You don’t raise that topic with the
locals, it’s still a raw memory
there. We also drove up Mount
Wellington, which towers over Hobart at
about 4,200 feet and offers amazing 360
degree views.
From Hobart we travelled north
through the central table lands to stay at
Devonport on the north coast. We used
this as the base to travel to the more
remote and rugged west coast area,

Cradle Mountain,Tasmania
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Apollo Bay and Port Fairy
and on the way visited the
Twelve Apostles (only
eleven left, one fell
down!), Loch Ard and
London Bridge (impressive rock formations).
One of our days was the coldest on
record in the region and we drove
through snow and sleet showers (a big
deal in that part of the world!).
From there we passed through
Mount Gambier, site of an ancient
volcano filled with very deep-blue
water, and over the border to South
Australia and our next stop, Robe.
This was a great beach stop for a few
days, but it was interrupted by an
emergency dash back to Mount
Gambier when one of our sons broke
his arm. Lady Luck helped us again!
There was a doctor staying at the
caravan park who splinted Alex’ arm
using pieces of a cornflakes box.

taking in Cradle Mountain
and Strahan. There is
wilderness in this area, as
yet unexplored. There’s
no room to do Tasmania
justice here but it was one
of the trip’s highlights for
natural beauty.
We got back on the ferry and returned
to Melbourne, then headed to Ballarat, a
historic town in the Victorian Goldfields
and the site of the 1854 Eureka Stockade
battle between the gold miners and the
British army. The Brits won that round,
but the Eureka Flag remains the
unofficial Aussie flag to this day,
representing independence.
In mid-November, five months on the
road, and next major destination was
Adelaide, capital of South Australia.
On the way we travelled the Great
Ocean Road, a very winding route
hugging the coastline, and with some
spectacular ocean sights. We stayed at
The Twelve Apostles
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There was no hospital within 200 k’s
towards our next destination with
facilities to treat a serious fracture. So
we headed back where we’d come from,
dodging kangaroos in the late evening
run and re-crossed the Victorian border
to get Alex treated. An X-ray showed his
wrist broken in 2 places and he was
operated on the next morning, spending
the rest of the holiday with an L-shaped
cast on his arm. He was fully recovered
by trip-end.
Our next stop was Adelaide, where we
stayed a week and encountered 40º +C
temperatures just a few weeks after
being in snow and sleet.
Adelaide’s a sleepy city in comparison
with the other major capitals, population
1.3m. The climate is similar to Perth’s —
Mediterranean, and has a great beach
culture. We stayed in Glenelg, right on
the beach. We visited the Barossa Valley
wine growing areas north of the city and
stopped in beautiful old towns like
Tanunda and Hahndorf — the area
has a strong German
heritage from the settlers
who came to develop
the vineyards and
wineries. There’s also
some great coastline
nearby, including the
Yorke Peninsula.
While staying in Adelaide
we caught up with Tom,
an interesting character
we’d met in Darwin who was
a surfer and life-saver in his
spare time. A professional
policeman, he was a member

of the South Australian Police STAR
team, a tactical response group.
I happened to be reading a book about
the infamous serial killings linked to
Snowtown, South Australia, called
“The Bodies in the Barrels” case.
Tom opened my book and pointed out
his picture in the book, with a shovel in
his hand. No more on that…but it was
hard to imagine how someone who
seemed so chilled could do a job like that.
The rest in Adelaide was ideal
preparation for the next stretch, back
towards Western Australia via the
Nullarbor “no trees” desert on the Great
Australian Bight. We drove via Arno Bay,
then onto Ceduna, a 1,000k total run. As
you cross this stretch there’s not a lot to
see, and the towns are remote with basic
facilities. But they’re also ruggedly
beautiful. After a three day stop, we
drove onto Mundrabilla for a night,
a stop with a motel and petrol station
literally in the middle of nowhere —
about 1,350 k’s from both Adelaide and
Perth. It only exists to feed, water
and house travellers.
No sightseeing there!
The next run was 650 k’s to
Norseman in Western
Australia, via roadhouse stops
like Madura, Cocklebiddy and
Balladonia (where bits of the
Skylab fell in 1979). The run to
Balladonia is very dusty, along
harsh desert, and claimed as the
longest straight stretch of
Australian road, with no bends
for 147k’s (90 miles) – the
Romans never came here!
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From Kalgoorlie we headed back
south via Norseman to Esperance,
a town on a beautiful stretch of
unspoilt coastline, which has near
pure-white silicon sand beaches
and a pink lake just inshore. The
wildlife in this area is numerous and
we had a cruise with dolphins
chasing and overtaking the boat.
Last stop before getting home was
Albany, an ex-whaling town with
more magnificent beaches at the
southern-most tip of WA. Those
were our last three days of holiday
before we took the four-hour drive
north to Perth.
It was an epic trip! We encountered
all climates, saw numerous wildlife,
amazing landscapes and met some
great people on the way.
If anyone wants to hear more,
I have an e-book of our trip, or to
view the complete set of journey
pictures please contact:
steveinozjm@hotmail.com

In early December, the next
destination was Kalgoorlie in the WA
Goldfields, via a one-night stop in
Norseman just over the border. These
are “wild-west” towns populated by
rugged miners and their families.
Kalgoorlie was established following a
gold discovery by Paddy Hannan in 1893.
Before crossing the SA-WA border
travellers pass through the quarantine
checkpoint at the SA-WA border. Cars
and vans are searched to ensure that
nothing is being carried that can
endanger the WA agriculture.
We spent three nights in Kalgoorlie,
which boasts a massive “Superpit” gold
mine – it’s 3.5 kilometres long, 1.5
kilometres wide and over 600 metres
deep — there’s a public viewing area. The
town is steeped in Australian history, as
is Coolgardie nearby.

Steve completed his A-levels at
Dynevor in 1973, moved to London
and completed a three year BSc
degree at the City University in
1976. In 1980, wanting to escape
London and the UK climate, Steve
emigrated to Perth, Western
Australia. Since 1980 he’s worked
primarily in the IT industry and
lived in Perth, Melbourne, Sydney
and Cardiff, Wales (2007 - 2010).
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